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IN BLACK:

LANCELOT (V.O.)
Have you noticed that the narrower the 
view the more you can see?

EXT. BELLE ISLE - NIGHT (1 YEAR AGO)1

We open on slow motion spray of embers against a black 
sky. A Man, LANCELOT ANDREWES LAMAR (50), wheels into 
view, borne on the wind. It’s a stunningly beautiful 
image, virtually silent but for THE FAINT CRACKLE OF A 
FIRE.

As Lancelot crosses the frame:

LANCELOT (V.O.)
My memory is of light and air, color and 
movement. And beauty, such exquisite 
beauty, with barely a sound. There I was, 
for the first time in 30 years, propelled 
off the dead center of my life, wheeling 
up into the night like Lucifer blown out 
of hell. And I distinctly remember 
thinking - marveling really... 

As he disappears from view:

LANCELOT (V.O.)
There are still great moments in life. 

A SUDDEN EXPLOSION, AND WE CUT TO:

LANCELOT FLAT OUT ON A GRASSY LAWN, staring dazed at AN 
OLD NEW ORLEANS TOWN MANSION (BELLE ISLE) IN FLAMES. AN 
ENORMOUS CONFLAGRATION. Debris rains down around 
Lancelot, barely missing him, singeing the grass. But he 
doesn’t flinch, riveted as he is by the apocalyptic 
image.

THERE’S MORE: HURRICANE VELOCITY WINDS fan the flames, 
even ripping up a tree or two for effect. 

We are surely in the End Times.

But then... AN INCONGRUOUS, FRACTURED SMILE APPEARS ON 
LANCELOT’S FACE.

A MOMENT LATER, A SECONDARY EXPLOSION! 

THE SCREEN GOES TO BLACK. THEN:



TITLE CARD: 1 YEAR LATER - PRESENT DAY

FADE IN ON:

INT. CHARTES-PONTCHARTRAIN CENTER - DAY (PRESENT DAY)2

Serenity. FROM AN UNKNOWN POV: we’re looking out a window 
onto a sunny day. In the near distance, we see A WELL-
KEPT CEMETERY. A MAN kneels at a gravestone, placing 
flowers. 

LANCELOT (V.O.)
A year down the road, things had changed 
considerably.

A PRIEST pauses in his traverse across the cemetery to 
speak with the Man.

REVEAL THAT WE’RE IN LANCELOT’S POV. He recognizes the 
Priest. THEN: 

TAP, TAP, TAP

Lancelot knows that sound. As he moves from the window, 
we see him in full: cleaned up, dressed in an 
institutional manner in an institutional room - hard to 
say if it’s a prison or something else. THEN, AGAIN: 

TAP, TAP, TAP

Lancelot settles down on the edge of the bed, TURNS 
DIRECT TO CAMERA:

LANCELOT
I think I may be falling in love. Again, 
that is. This would hardly be my first 
pony ride. Still a kind of miracle 
considering. 

TAP, TAP, TAP

Now we can tell that the tapping is coming from the other 
side of the wall. 

LANCELOT
Falling in love with the girl next door. 

(to us)
I know: how terribly All American apple 
pie. Ah, but there’s a twist: I’ve never 
seen her. Anna. That’s her name, or so 
I’ve been told.
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Lancelot TAPS the wall in what seems to be some kind of 
code. 

LANCELOT
For certain understandable reasons, she 
won’t speak to anybody -

Another few TAPS from the other side of the wall.

LANCELOT
In words, that is.

He TAPS, then TURNS BACK TO CAMERA:

LANCELOT
Like me she prefers the solitude of her 
cell. No, that’s too harsh a word. Not 
“cell” - our accommodations. There are no 
prisoners here. Not per se.

A single TAP from the other side.

LANCELOT
(sigh)

Communication is simple when you’re in 
love. 

Lancelot looks around as if expecting the door to open. 

And a moment later, open it does, revealing the Priest 
from the cemetery. This is PERCIVAL (50). Lancelot 
smiles.

NOW, IN THE SCENE:

LANCELOT
I saw you out there in the bone orchard. 
Thought I recognized you, though the, uh -
- ensemble is new. You a priest now? Or 
perhaps some kind of priest/physician? 
That is to say, screwed-up priest or a 
half-assed physician. I have a suspicion 
they sent you here to squeeze more 
details out of me, not that I haven’t 
told the story 1000 times. Still, sending 
you makes sense. If memory serves, we 
were close once. Though memory doesn’t 
always serve these days.

Another few TAPS from the other side of the wall. 
Lancelot touches the wall tenderly.
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LANCELOT
You see, I’ve been rather depressed of 
late and have only recently managed to be 
content just living in this room, 
appreciating the view. Nothing like 
overlooking a cemetery to remind you how 
important proper landscaping is. 

DIRECT TO CAMERA:

LANCELOT
I wish he would sit, for Christ sake. I 
mean, there is a chair, after all.

BACK IN THE SCENE:

As if hearing Lancelot’s imperative, Percival gestures to 
the chair at the window.

LANCELOT
Christ, have you taken some kind of vow 
of silence?? Or is this the “say nothing, 
let him incriminate himself” stratagem? 
Whatever. Yes, yes, sit! You’re making me 
nervous. 

Percival sits. Lancelot regains his composure.

LANCELOT
Best seat in the house. ‘Course it’s the 
only seat, the only view. Still, it 
deepens my love for Anna to know she has 
the same prospect.

Percival is about to speak, but Lancelot hears something, 
shushes him.

Then we hear it too, FROM THE OTHER SIDE OF THE WALL: 
SINGING. Nothing terribly melodic, and wordless, still -- 
a kind of beauty. Certainly it is to Lancelot.

LANCELOT
(moved)

Sometimes she sings, my Anna. 

He listens in rapture.

LANCELOT
What would you call that? A lamentation? 
Maybe she has found heaven on the other 
side of hell. She was gang raped, you 
know, in la vieux carré. 

(MORE)
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Forced to commit unnatural acts many 
times over, then thrown into the batture 
and left for dead. 

(more and more impassioned)
Raped in the barren dust of this 
godforsaken planet. And still willing to 
live! Explain that to me - that grotesque 
drive to keep breathing.

The singing stops.

LANCELOT
Oh, I frightened her. I didn’t mean to. 

He thinks on it a moment, then turns to Percival, riled.

LANCELOT
Or maybe it was you. Maybe she sensed 
you, sensed I didn’t invite you here. I 
don’t need your “Christian” love, and she 
doesn’t need it either.

(spitting it out)
Percival: “Physician of the soul.” 

(hears what he just said)
That’s what I called you, isn’t it?? Me 
Lancelot, you Percival. Knights of the 
goddamn round table. Honor, valor, 
loyalty, chivalry, all that crap. And 
let’s not forget betrayal: Lancelot did 
screw Guinevere, which screwed over the 
once and future king and kingdom.

Suddenly, Lancelot drops to the floor, crawls over to 
Percival in mock contrition.

LANCELOT
Bless me father, for I have sinned! So 
many times, I’ve lost count. It has been 
a thousand years since my last 
confession, and I’ve not gleaned a single 
scrap of wisdom from my sinful ways, save 
for the dirty little secret that we live 
and die for one end only: to commit a 
sexual assault on another human being or 
to submit to such an assault! 

THUD! No tap this time but a FIST SLAMMING ON THE WALL 
from the other side; a resounding THUD that shakes the 
rafters. Lancelot ignores it.

LANCELOT
(to Percival)

You won’t give me the courtesy of a 
response? 

LANCELOT (CONT'D)

(MORE)
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But I can tell you wouldn’t mind 
throttling me! Do it! Do it, for Christ 
sake.

He laughs maniacally.

LANCELOT
Now that’s a memory! Say it! Say it, like 
I’ve heard you say so many times: “For 
Christ sake, Lance, what have you gone 
and done now??” 

THUD! Lancelot stops at Percival’s feet, his anger 
untempered.

LANCELOT
Well I’ll tell you, you minister of the 
“One True God” son of a bitch. But start 
we must by shoveling out the shit. Yours, 
mine, ours. And at the same time, give 
the dead their due.

THUD! 

INSERT - TITLE CARD: 10 YEARS AGO - LANCELOT AT 40

INT. BELLE ISLE CARRIAGE HOUSE - DAY (10 YEARS AGO)3

A lazy, summer vibe. 

A “PORTRAIT” OF MARGOT DELACROIX (30) LOOKING DIRECT TO 
CAMERA with an enigmatic smile. 

LANCELOT (V.O.)
(melodramatic)

Mine -- is a love story. 
(back to Earth)

Well hell, aren’t they all? Anyway, it 
started out that way, ten years ago. 
Don’t they all?  

As if she had just been asked a question:

MARGOT
Margot. Delacroix. Margot of the One True 
Cross.

She smiles. You could drown in that smile. Drips of 
moisture trail pastels of makeup down her face.

LANCELOT (V.O.)
My Lord if she didn’t have something  
uncanny. 

LANCELOT (CONT'D)
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Margot stretches, uncomfortable.

MARGOT
I just gotta get out of this damn thing.

REVEAL MARGOT, STANDING IN A DOORWAY, incongruously 
dressed in satin, hoop skirts -- Gone With the Wind to 
the Nth degree. She takes off her period style shoes, a 
blessed relief.

MARGOT
They wore this stuff for real? Jesus 
please-us.

As she takes off a few more select items of clothing, WE 
OPEN TO REVEAL A YOUNGER LANCELOT (40) lounging in a 
ramshackle room whose ‘decor’ is a mishmash of discarded 
furniture and such. It’s barely habitable, but Lancelot 
calls it home.

DIRECT TO CAMERA:

LANCELOT, 40
She was a refugee from a theme party 
thrown by the dreadful people who 
inhabited the McMansion-ized dwelling 
next door.

INSERT: THE DREADFUL THEME PARTY NEXT DOOR

Drunk partygoers amidst a bunch of “RE-ENACTORS” dressed 
like Margot in antebellum attire, laughing coquettishly. 

LANCELOT, 40 (V.O.)
One more wretched party thrown by the 
wretched idiot from New Jersey -

Portrait of the next door neighbor, the WOMAN FROM NEW 
JERSEY, garishly made-up, drunk.

LANCELOT, 40 (V.O.)
- who insisted on “authentic atmosphere” 
for her Garden District garden Parties. 
Authentic my ass. This was New Orleans, 
not Ala-fucking-bama.

BACK TO SCENE, IN THE CARRIAGE HOUSE:

Truly fascinated, Margot moves a few steps into the room, 
takes it in as she continues to remove one of the many, 
many layers of her costume.
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MARGOT
What is this place?? It’s got so much  
potential.

LANCELOT, 40
It’s the carriage house of that pink 
wrought iron monstrosity you likely saw 
when you arrived.

MARGOT
I did! It’s kind of amazing, actually.

LANCELOT, 40
Was. I suppose. Now it’s just an endless 
project. I abandoned it shortly after it 
came into my possession.

MARGOT
So this is all yours.

LANCELOT, 40
The whole kit and ever lovin’ caboodle. 

MARGOT
But you live here.

LANCELOT, 40
More concise. Things don’t get lost.

MARGOT
And excellently decayed. But completely 
revitalizable.

LANCELOT, 40
Are you an actress or some kind of 
interior decorator?

MARGOT
Both? But this -

(re. her outfit)
- is a favor for a friend who does 
parties for people like the wretched 
idiot from New Jersey. Never again. 

She smiles that winning smile at Lancelot, keeping her 
eyes on him as her stripping delicately turns into more 
of a tease.

MARGOT
You don’t have something to drink here, 
do you? I’m absolutely dying.
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Lancelot obliges, gets out a bottle from his desk, pours 
a couple glasses as Margot continues to undress, layer by 
layer, at the same time taking in the details of the 
room. 

DIRECT TO CAMERA:

LANCELOT, 40
She knew with absolute certitude that she 
had me. That through some odd coming 
together of time and place, circumstance 
and hormones, calculation and drollness, 
she knew where the vector of desire 
converged.

BACK TO SCENE: re. A FRAMED DEGREE ON THE WALL -

MARGOT
That your’s?

LANCELOT, 40
My father insisted on it.

MARGOT
(reading)

Lancelot Andrewes Lamar, J.D. Smells like 
old money to me.

BACK DIRECT TO CAMERA:

LANCELOT, 40
Turns out she had her own money. But 
something about the whiff of N’Orleans 
aristocracy captured her imagination. I 
tried to dispel the vapors.

BACK TO SCENE:

LANCELOT, 40
(to Margot)

He even forced me to keep an office at 
his old firm; still have it. But the 
first time I glanced at a real 
deposition, I glazed over and absented 
myself from the profession forthwith, so 
I could devote myself full time to the 
pleasures of glacially slow dissolution 
in the true New Orleans style. 

MARGOT
I will absolutely drink to that.
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She raises her glass. They toast, Margot’s eyes locked on 
Lancelot’s. For a moment, we think this is it. Then 
Margot breaks the spell.

MARGOT
And the house?

LANCELOT, 40
(lagging)

The what?

MARGOT
The pink monstrosity. Has that simply 
been consigned as well to glacially slow 
dissolution in the true New Orleans 
style?

LANCELOT, 40
Oh, father would never allow that. But I 
was very clever.

MARGOT
(innuendo)

I can just imagine. Do you have a speck 
of ice?

LANCELOT, 40
I do.

He goes to an old fridge. Stay with him as he cracks off 
some cubes.

LANCELOT, 40
My father left me my inheritance with the 
stipulation I keep the monstrosity in 
repair. For a while, I deluded myself 
into believing I would hit the lottery, 
spend a year in Provence while an army of 
artisans brought the place back to its 
original so-called splendor, at which 
point I would sell the damn thing to some 
fool northern hedge fund manager. 

(as he turns back to her)
Madame requested ice?

In the interim, Margot has managed to get herself down to 
her bloomers.

MARGOT
Thanks awfully. And a splash?

Lancelot, his mouth now a bit dry, obliges by putting ice 
in her glass, refilling it and his own.
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MARGOT
You were saying how clever you were.

LANCELOT, 40
(distracted)

Was I?

MARGOT
About the monstrosity.

LANCELOT, 40
Yes, well, in a fit of pure inspiration, 
I forged relationships with the 
architectural departments of a clutch of 
Southern universities.

INSERT: THE MAIN HOUSE, FLASHBACK

ENTRYWAY OF THE MAIN HOUSE, defiantly gone to seed, 
though the bones and some amazing details are still 
visible. Scaffolding has been set up against one wall 
where plastering and painting have been started. 

A GROUP OF COLLEGE STUDENTS marvel at the place as A 
BLOVIATING PROFESSOR points out this and that. Among the 
group is a mixed-race young man, ELGIN ADDISON (22), who 
we’ll meet later.

LANCELOT (V.O.)
On a reliable basis, groups came to live 
in the main house for a few months at a 
clip for “field experience” - still do. 
They study the design, the history, and 
along the way effect some modest repairs.

INSERT: students on scaffolding plastering, etc.

LANCELOT (V.O.)
I exact a reasonable stipend for enabling 
these so-called “field studies” thereby 
effectively killing at least 2 birds with 
one stone. 

INSERT: the Professor bloviating over a drink with a 
bored 30 year old Lancelot.

LANCELOT (V.O.)
The students are clever enough, though 
the professors bored me to tears and 
after a bout or two of polite Bourbons to 
kick off the first residence or two, I 
left them to their own devices, declaring 
the carriage house and immediate environs 
strictly off limits.
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The Professor laughs at his own joke. Lancelot, deadpan, 
TURNS DIRECT TO CAMERA:

LANCELOT, 30
(still in the flashback)

Christ.

BACK TO SCENE, IN THE CARRIAGE HOUSE

MARGOT
How terribly compelling. 

She spots an iron key on a hook on the wall near the 
door. 

MARGOT
What does this do?

Without waiting for an answer, she locks the door.

MARGOT
My god, it sounds like the dungeon at 
Chillon. 

She laughs, turns to face Lancelot, a gleam in her eye. 
As she moves towards him:

LANCELOT (V.O.)
Could any woman have been as lovely? 

Without a pause, she moves into his arms and they kiss. 

MARGOT
(seductive whisper)

I love the Garden District.

They kiss again, and it quickly turns passionate.

LANCELOT (V.O.)
She was like a feast. She was a feast. I 
wanted to eat her. I ate her.

They fall onto a daybed and go at it.

LANCELOT (V.O.)
That was my communion, Father – no 
offense intended – that sweet dark 
sanctuary guarded by the heavy gold 
columns of her thighs, the ark of her 
covenant. You know why they say that sex 
is the closest we come to dying before we 
die? 

(MORE)
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Because for one brief moment we don’t 
give a damn about our stock loses, the 
slow disfigurement of flesh, the victory 
of gravity, the goddamn weather. We 
transcend. 

As Margot and Lancelot make love, we notice THAT AROUND 
THEM FLAMES START TO RISE. 

CLOSE IN ON MARGOT’S CLOSED EYES...

LANCELOT (V.O.)
Maybe you priests get that when you 
commune with God, I don’t know. But “The 
Passion of Christ”, the climax at the 
crucifixion... That’s a dreadful journey 
that ends with a very different kind of 
penetration.

THE BLOW OF HAMMER ON STEEL, and Margot’s eyes snap open. 
But IT’S NOT LANCELOT WE SEE REFLECTED IN THEM.

LANCELOT
But betrayal is love’s co-conspirator. 

ANOTHER BLOW OF HAMMER ON STEEL. 

WE OPEN UP TO REVEAL HER LOVER FROM BEHIND: HIS LONG 
BLACK HAIR, MUSCULAR BODY. 

LANCELOT (V.O.)
It is betrayal that alters the very shape 
of time itself.

AND THE ROOM HAS CHANGED: WE ARE NO LONGER IN THE 
CARRIAGE HOUSE, BUT IN A BEDROOM WITH PASTEL WALLS. THE 
FLAMES CONTINUE TO RISE.

A THIRD BLOW OF HAMMER ON STEEL, AND BOOM! AN EXPLOSION 
OF FIRE CONSUMES THE ROOM AND THE FORNICATING COUPLE AS 
THEY CLIMAX.

INT. CHARTES-PONTCHARTRAIN - DAY (PRESENT DAY)4

Sudden quiet. 

Lancelot (50) on the floor in the corner of the room. 
Percival tense in the chair by the window. After a long 
beat:

LANCELOT
I shall call my story “The Fire, The 
Letter, The Movie, The Storm”. 

LANCELOT (V.O.) (CONT'D)

(MORE)
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It has one hell of a cast of characters, 
yourself included. Oh yes, you have a 
most pivotal role to play in this drama: 
Father Confessor, old friend in a new 
guise. You are The Keeper of the Past, 
and He Who Tries to Make Sense of the 
Future. For that, we need to give you a 
peculiar backstory - a biography that has 
the added benefit of being the truth. You 
are a seeker of the truth, yes? Of course 
yes, that’s why you’re here. Well, let me 
remind you of a truth, one among many in 
our lives together and apart.

INSERT - TITLE CARD: LANCELOT AT 25

INT. CAFÉ LAFITTE IN EXILE, BOURBON ST. - NIGHT (25 YEARS 5
AGO)

A gay bar in the Quarter. The joint is jumpin’.

Lancelot and Percival - BOTH NOW 25 - at the bar, 
drinking and drunk. Percival is on his phone, trying to 
connect with someone who doesn’t seem to be answering.

A YOUNGER LANCELOT TURNS DIRECT TO CAMERA:

LANCELOT, 25
I had, nor do I have, any quarrel with 
peccadillos of any stripe. It was not my 
preference, but that is the beauty of the 
body and the soul: love is love. It is 
always authentic. That is, if it isn’t 
just a ruse to get laid.

(re. Percival)
He was a switch hitter, but more enthused 
about the love worm.

BACK TO SCENE: Younger Percival throws his phone on the 
bar.

PERCIVAL, 25
Where the fuck is he??

LANCELOT, 25
Busy?

PERCIVAL, 25
Busy my ass.

LANCELOT, 25
Or one might hope that he is not busy 
with someone else’s ass.

LANCELOT (CONT'D)
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PERCIVAL, 25
Fuck you.

He tries his phone again, as LANCELOT TURNS TO CAMERA:

LANCELOT, 25
Jealousy, of course, knows no sexual 
orientation. It is a most egalitarian 
emotion, the “green-ey'd monster, which 
doth mock the meat it feeds on” -- 
whatever flavor that meat may be. 

Percival gives up again, but this time he starts weeping. 

PERCIVAL, 25
I love him...

Lancelot rubs his back, to comfort him.

LANCELOT, 25
(to us, to no one)

Time loses its structure, stretches out. 
“He isn’t here.”

PERCIVAL, 25
Where is he?? 

LANCELOT, 25
“Who is he with?” Minutes and hours creep 
by. 

PERCIVAL, 25
What is he doing??

LANCELOT, 25
(to Camera)

Whatever it is, he isn’t here and there 
is no oxygen left in the world.

THEN: THE DOOR TO THE BAR OPENS and A YOUNG MAN laughs 
his way in on the arm of ANOTHER MAN. Percival sees him 
first.

PERCIVAL, 25
Fuck.

The Young Man stops.

YOUNG MAN
Oh shit.

Not skipping a beat, Percival stumbles to the Young Man 
and PUNCHES HIM SQUARE IN THE JAW, SENDING HIM SPRAWLING.
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The bar erupts, VARIOUS PEOPLE go the rescue, pull 
Percival off the terrified Young Man, though Percival 
gets another couple shots in. SCREAMS, BLOOD POURS FROM 
THE YOUNG MAN’S BROKEN NOSE.

Lancelot watches from the bar, detached, shaking his 
head.

LANCELOT, 25
(to no one in particular)

I do so miss your passion --

BACK TO:

INT. CHARTES-PONTCHARTRAIN - BACK IN THE PRESENT6

Lancelot (50) is placid, but Percival is clearly upset by 
the recounting of the memory. 

LANCELOT
- Although maybe you have reoriented it, 
rechannelled it into a passion for Christ 
or something. Nuns do. They marry him, 
gold band and all. I myself have never 
had much truck with God. 

(a memory hits him)
Though one time a hit of acid nearly did 
the trick.

INSERT - TITLE CARD: LANCELOT AT 17

A MARDIS GRAS PARADE, but the costumed figures, floats, 
puppets and music are distorted in an ecstatic simulacrum 
of apotheosis. REVEAL Lancelot (aged 17) staring slack-
jawed. HE TURNS DIRECT TO CAMERA:

LANCELOT, 17
I have surely seen the face of God.

BACK TO SCENE: CHARTES-PONTCHARTRAIN

Back with Lancelot (50) and Percival, looking at Lancelot 
in disbelief.

LANCELOT
No, you’re right. Not the same thing, I 
imagine. Look, you shouldn’t be upset. 
Every life has dozens of chapters. 
Perhaps your promiscuous lifestyle led to 
some revelation that landed you in that -- 
costume. Not that I question your love of 
God. It is, after all, your role to play 
now. 

(MORE)
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Father Confessor, old comrade in a new 
guise. And me? 

(with a flourish)
I shall play the Holy Fool.

But then he catches his reflection in a mirror, which 
tempers him.

LANCELOT
But there is no story without Mirabelle. 

To Percival in the reflection, trying to be glib.

LANCELOT
There’s always a child, isn’t there?

He smiles, but the glib isn’t working. 

LANCELOT
Anyway, sometimes there truly is.

He looks back at his reflection, and WE CAN SEE A TEAR 
FORMING IN THE CORNER OF HIS EYE. Not liking what he 
sees, he breathes on the mirror and the reflection blurs.  

LANCELOT
The Fire, The Letter, The Movie, The 
Storm. The Fire, you know -- or think you 
do. The Letter...

He draws an ‘O’ in the fogged over mirror.

LANCELOT
That emptiest of all letters that I came 
to understand contained the whole story 
in its entire. For that ‘O’ was 
Mirabelle.

THE ‘O’ TRANSFORMS INTO THE IRIS OF AN EYE, A DISTINCTIVE 
IRIS: GREEN, FLECKED WITH GOLD.

THE EYE BLINKS and we OPEN TO REVEAL MIRABELLE (9), 
looking DIRECT TO CAMERA. She is beatific. We have no 
idea where we are now, and it doesn’t matter.

LANCELOT (V.O.)
I have another daughter, as you know: 
Lucy.

MIRABELLE BLINKS, and she is replaced by LUCY LAMAR, an 
unremarkable 18 year old, chewing gum.

LANCELOT (CONT'D)
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LANCELOT (V.O.)
Named after her mother, my first actual 
love.

LUCY BLINKS, and she is replaced by a grainy shot of LUCY 
COBB (20s) in tennis whites. She grimaces, blocks the 
lens for a moment, then the shot widens into A CLIP OF 
DATED FILM as Lucy plays tennis. 

LANCELOT (V.O.)
Lucy Cobb from Georgia. I married her... 
but then she died -

As Lucy Cobb nails a serve -

BACK WITH LUCY LAMAR, the unremarkable, gum chewing 18 
year old.

LANCELOT (V.O.)
- leaving me with her namesake and 
spittin’ image, a devastating daily 
reminder of what I’d lost. Honestly? 
Sometimes I wished she’d just go away, 
and take some of that pain with her.

Lucy blows a bubble, and when it pops -

SHE IS REPLACED BY THE BEATIFIC, 9 YEAR OLD MIRABELLE, 
looking DIRECT TO CAMERA. 

LANCELOT (V.O.)
But I loved Mirabelle the moment I met 
her. No mean feat considering how ugly 
babies can be.

MIRABELLE BLINKS, but she remains.

LANCELOT (V.O.)
(melancholy)

The continents of the world collide, and 
are pulled apart by forces we cannot 
imagine that lie in wait deep below the 
surface. Primal forces that register only 
when we feel the trembling of an 
earthquake, or hear tell of a torrent of 
molten rock that brings implausible tales 
from the heart of the planet - this place 
we call home.

MIRABELLE BLINKS, AND WE LAND CLOSE IN HER EYE - THAT 
GOLD-FLECKED IRIS.

LANCELOT (V.O.)
The Fire, The Letter --
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MIRABELLE BLINKS, and we are returned to the letter ‘O’ 
in the fogged over mirror, back in the room in CHARTES-
PONTCHARTRAIN.

LANCELOT
That little piece of the alphabet shifted 
the tectonic plates of my life, presaged 
earthquakes, the flow of molten rock.

The fog clears, the ‘O’ dissipates, and once again 
Lancelot is revealed looking in the mirror, his sadness 
palpable. In the mirror’s reflection, we see Percival 
rise, start to move towards him.

THEN: WE HEAR ANNA SINGING AGAIN, coming from the other 
side of the wall. Lancelot’s sadness turns into a 
melancholy smile. He laughs - he can’t help it. HE STARTS 
TO SING “WITH” HER -

LANCELOT
He would waltz with a strawberry blonde, 
and the band played on...

Magically, Anna’s tune joins his, her voice a little more 
sure. Lancelot sings to Percival in the mirror.

LANCELOT
He'd glide 'cross the floor with the girl 
he adored, and the band played on...

He turns to Percival and, without warning, sweeps 
Percival into dancing with him -- Lancelot leading, 
Percival too surprised to object.

LANCELOT
His brain was so loaded it nearly 
exploded, the poor girl would shake with 
alarm...

AS ANNA’S VOICE AND THE SOUNDTRACK TAKE UP THE MELODY:

LANCELOT
(to Percival)

Who was that man you stopped to counsel 
out there? A random soul in need of 
succor? Or a possible random suck in the 
offing?

Percival tries to pull away, but Lancelot won’t let him. 

LANCELOT
It’s alright. I know you’ve traded in 
your libertine ways for the liberation of 
the Lord. 
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They dance past the window, and outside WE GLIMPSE THE 
MAN FROM THE CEMETERY DRAPED ACROSS A SARCOPHAGUS BEING 
FELLATED BY ANOTHER MAN.  

LANCELOT & ANNA
(ecstatic)

He'd ne'er leave the girl with the 
strawberry curls, and the band played on!

THE SOUNDTRACK BLOSSOMS INTO FULL ORCHESTRATION, THE DOOR 
TO THE ROOM FLIES OPEN, AND IN A FIT OF EXUBERANCE,  
LANCELOT DANCES PERCIVAL OUT INTO -

INT. THE HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS7

A YOUNG WOMAN - presumably ANNA - is SPINNING LIKE A 
WHIRLING DERVISH, SINGING LIKE A DIVA. Lancelot overlays 
a line from South Pacific like a stuck record:

LANCELOT
I’m in love, I’m in love, I’m in love, 
I’m in love --

And as Lancelot twirls Percival down the corridor, DOORS 
SPRING OPEN AND OTHER PATIENTS POUR OUT, DANCING WITH 
EACH OTHER AND THE MEDICAL STAFF.

Lancelot spins Percival to THE MAIN DOOR, THE MUSIC 
CRESCENDOS, THE DOOR FLIES OPEN!

BUT INSTEAD OF BEING OUTSIDE, WE ARE SUDDENLY THRUST 
INTO:

INT. FRONT HALL, THE PINK MONSTROSITY (BELLE ISLE) - A 8
BRAND NEW DAY (1 Year Ago)

THE ROOM IS A SWIRL OF PEOPLE, setting up lights, camera, 
cables, props: A FILM CREW IN FULL FORM, THEIR ACTIONS 
CHOREOGRAPHED LIKE WE’VE BEEN SUDDENLY THRUST INTO A 
HOLLYWOOD EXTRAVAGANZA.

Lancelot and Percival are quickly swallowed up, lost in 
THE SEA OF STRANGERS -- WHO SING, continuing Lancelot’s 
lead, to the tune of Wonderful Guy:

THE FILM CREW
We’re as corny as Kansas in August!
High as a kite on the Fourth of July! 

Singing continues under:

TITLE CARD: 1 YEAR AGO
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THE FILM CREW (V.O.)
If you'll excuse the expression we use -  
We’re in love, We’re in love, We’re in 
love, We’re in love --

BACK TO SCENE WITH LANCELOT, NOW HIGH ABOVE THE ACTION ON 
A BALCONY.

DIRECT TO CAMERA:

LANCELOT
(shouting)

They were making a film!

The goofy music dovetails into something upbeat and 
contemporary, coming from a boom box, background to the 
set up work, now going on for real down below. Cables are 
being snaked, lights aimed, the cacophony of a dozen 
conversations, shouted instructions.

And we realize that the gone-to-seed room we saw earlier 
has been completely renovated, the scaffolding gone, the 
walls fresh and Pepto Bismol pink.

LANCELOT
(to Camera)

Over the course of those almost ten 
years, the place had been brought back to 
a state I had never seen it in. It was 
still ugly as sin, but it was at least 
perfect in its ghastly purity. 

A TECHIE appears, nearby, starts clamping a massive 
cinema light onto the balcony. He pays no attention to 
Lancelot: they’re in different temporal zones.

LANCELOT
Now don’t chip the paint, ya’ idiot. 

As if he heard him, the Techie pauses in his work.

TECHIE
Better use a boom.

He heads off to get a boom.

LANCELOT
(to Camera)

After all, one must protect one’s 
investment, however hideous it may be.

LANCELOT STARTS A SLOW DESCENT DOWN THE CURVED STAIRCASE 
THAT LEADS TO THE FRONT HALL PROPER. THE CAMERA TRACKS 
HIM, and he speaks to camera as much as possible.
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LANCELOT
Margot was a full blown actress by this 
time, and she had convinced me to allow a 
film company she was working with to rent 
Belle Isle - which was the proper name 
for the pink monstrosity - for both 
location and residence. Margot found it 
more “convenient” to stay with the gang 
in the main house. More compelling, I 
would say. Thank God I still had my 
carriage house, which was off limits to 
both visitors and as location, except to 
Mirabelle, of course. And one does need a 
sanctum sanctorum to facilitate one’s 
dissolution. There wasn’t even a loss in 
income: it was between semesters, 
approaching the summer hurricane season, 
and - liability being what it is - no one 
wanted to put their scholars potentially 
in harm’s way. What’s bad for the goose 
may be good for the gander.

The Techie we saw before passes Lancelot, going up the 
stairs with a lighting boom.

LANCELOT
Good boy. 

(back to us)
Turns out there was a hurricane in the 
story of the movie they were shooting, 
and they intended to create one for 
effect.

Suddenly a massive wind nearly blows Lancelot off 
balance.

PRODUCTION MANAGER (O.S.)
What the fuck are you doing?!

The gale dies down, and now we see A MASSIVE WIND MACHINE 
that’s been set up at the foot of the stairway, TWO DULL-
WITTED TECHNICIANS attending.

PRODUCTION MANAGER
(down on the floor)

Test that thing outside, ya’ morons!

DULL-WITTED TECHNICIANS
Sorry!

DULL-WITTED TECHNICIAN 1
(to the other)

Don’t need to bite our heads off.
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DULL-WITTED TECHNICIAN 2
(back at him)

Seriously.

As they set about moving the machine, back to Lancelot, 
DIRECT TO CAMERA:

LANCELOT
They are a different breed, movie people. 

Continuing down, he pauses by an elaborate antique 
“weather center” mounted on the wall. THE BAROMETER READS 
1000 MILLIBARS. Lancelot taps the glass.

LANCELOT
Already fallen just a tad. Now if that 
gets down to here - 

Points to 100.

LANCELOT
(to us)

- one might be wise to batten down the 
hatches. At any rate, with a possible 
real hurricane on the horizon, they still 
set about concocting an ersatz one. 

(throws up his hands)
Not my business. 

He continues down the stairway.

LANCELOT
I will admit that I was lucky those 
endless renovations to the monstrosity 
were nearly complete, at least in this 
part of the house. 

OUT OF TIME AND PLACE, THE GROUP OF COLLEGE STUDENTS we 
saw earlier led by the bloviating PROFESSOR pass by going 
upstairs. 

LANCELOT
That triumph lay squarely on the 
shoulders of he who became a good friend, 
Elgin Addison.

The group has passed, and now Elgin (the mixed-race man 
we saw before, now 10 years older) appears, climbing the 
stairs. He pauses at the balustrade, looks out over the 
hubbub below.
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LANCELOT
(to Camera)

Clearly a brilliant student, I hired him 
to stay on and supervise the ensuing 
college groups, for whom he turned out to 
be likewise brilliant, as both supervisor 
and architect. He comes into the story 
later. For now we’ll let him protect his 
handiwork.

Alarmed, Elgin yells at the Techie who - having set up 
the boom on the balcony - is about to wrap a safety cable 
around a fluted pillar. 

ELGIN
Idiot.

Elgin dashes up the stairs to intervene.

LANCELOT
Man after my own heart.

Lancelot continues his descent.

LANCELOT
(to Camera)

In hindsight, I realize it was important 
that the pink monstrosity be in pristine 
condition, so its destruction would be 
that much more tragic. At any rate, by 
the time the movie people arrived, Elgin 
knew every square inch of that house, 
every nook, cranny and indentation. Just 
as I knew every inch of Margot - nook, 
cranny and indentation.

He looks down, and there’s Margot, now close to 40, 
script in hand, in conversation with A MAN we’ll meet 
later as JANOS JACOBY (mid-40s).

LANCELOT
Margot was the star, of course. 

(to Camera)
She is, after all, the true protagonist 
of this story, of my story. We were 
married shortly after she transcended her 
antebellum fakery -

SFX: SHUTTER CLICK.

INSERT: brief full figure shot of Margot, in the doorway 
of the Carriage House as we saw her before, in her 
antebellum getup, a fuck you expression on her face.
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LANCELOT (V.O.)
- and with whom I screwed in the carriage 
house.

Margot smiles, and as she moves towards the camera --

SHUTTER CLICK, BACK TO SCENE:

Margot, script in hand, at the foot of the stairs, in 
conversation. As Lancelot continues to descend:

LANCELOT
Was Margot a brilliant actress? Or was it 
just that her father had financed the 
film? 

SHUTTER CLICK, INSERT: TEX DELACROIX (70, red face, ever 
smiling) off in a corner of the Hall, glass of Bourbon in 
hand, holding forth with a SCRIPT GIRL and Mirabelle. He 
hasn’t noticed how bored they are.

Lancelot comes into the shot, observes the group.

LANCELOT
I suspect it was his wealth which gave my 
father in law license to be such a 
prodding, tunnel-visioned, unheeding 
bore. Then again, maybe it actually was 
that he’d gotten rich because he was such 
a tunnel-visioned unheeding bore. 

HE TURNS DIRECT TO CAMERA:

LANCELOT
My grandfather, on the other hand, made 
his fortune by happenstance. Seems Belle 
Isle was unwittingly built atop a wealth 
of natural gas - something that fueled, 
as it were, the family fortune, until it 
ceased to be worth the trouble and was 
capped off. 

SHUTTER CLICK, INSERT: Lancelot in the basement, staring 
at the capped off well head. At his feet, various pipes, 
rope, tools - time frame unknown.

LANCELOT (V.O.)
Still, as Tex was fond of saying -

SHUTTER CLICK, TEX DIRECT TO CAMERA: as he lets rip a 
jagged guffaw.
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TEX
“Capped”?! Hell, I ain’t never met a cap 
didn’t wanna blow off at the perfect 
inopportune moment. Ain’t that right, my 
bella bella Mirabelle?

SHUTTER CLICK, BACK TO SCENE: off in a corner of the 
Hall, back with Tex, Mirabelle and the Script Girl.

MIRABELLE
(pouting)

I don’t care. I wanna get back to the 
bunny rabbits.

Tex laughs, then to the Script Girl:

TEX
She likes those runny babbits! 

(to Mirabelle)
I told you you’d like those runny 
babbits!

As Tex busts a gasket, Mirabelle exchanges looks with the 
Script Girl - how lame is this guy?

SHUTTER CLICK. BACK WITH LANCELOT, moving through the 
ground floor action.

LANCELOT
There were of course other actors - 

He passes TROY DANA (30) and RAINE ROBINETTE (30) 
nattering away.

LANCELOT
- among them the annoying Troy Dana, and 
his lover, Raine. 

(to Camera)
Truth to tell, I found Raine rather 
intriguing.

Raine smiles, ostensibly at something Troy has said.

Lucy Lamar - Lancelot’s unremarkable 18 year old 
daughter, still chewing gum - joins Troy and Raine, whom 
she just adores.

LANCELOT
Lucy was positively enthralled by those 
two. By the whole thing, really. Well, 
she was finally 18, so maybe Hollywood 
would whisk her away and - as I may have 
mentioned - take some of my pain with 
her.
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INSERT: A MOMENTARY CLIP OF THE GRAINY, DATED FILM of his 
first wife, Lucy Cobb, nailing a serve.

BACK TO SCENE: Lancelot, his eyes closed, pained at the 
memory. 

LANCELOT
18 years - how was that possible?

SLOW DISSOLVE TO:

INT. ABSTRACT SPACE9

The world has receded, gone quiet.

LANCELOT
(to himself)

Had she died nearly that long ago? We had 
so little time. Like sand. All of it. 

He opens his eyes, speaks to someone we don’t see.

LANCELOT
What do you know? You measure your time 
in eternities.

REVEAL: Percival, sitting in the chair from the room at 
Chartes-Pontchartrain, but in AN ABSTRACT SPACE, ALL 
WHITE. AN EMPTY WINDOW FRAME HANGS IN SPACE...

LANCELOT
(to Percival)

That must be nice. “All the time in the 
world and in the next one too.” Hard to 
imagine. Hell, hard to believe. I confess 
I don’t. Believe in God, I mean. In any 
of that. Maybe we can talk about that 
later, you can try and convince me. Hell, 
I’ll take communion, by and by – I mean, 
who doesn’t like a little flesh and blood 
once in a while?  

He looks away from Percival, to see Raine and Troy (now 
in the abstract place as well) paying affectionate 
attention to gum-chewing Lucy as she rattles on about 
something we can’t make out.

LANCELOT
Do Catholics really think Jesus was 
celibate? I mean, after all, he did have 
hormones, one assumes, being anyway part 
human. And you know what they say: rub 
two hormones together --
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Raine laughs, affectionately pushes Lucy’s hair out of 
her eyes. 

LANCELOT
The trouble is: passion is subjugation. 
The bait. The flood tide that camouflages 
sandbars upon which a thousand billion 
ships have foundered. 

Troy goes off; Raine hooks arms with Lucy and they walk 
past Lancelot, of course paying him no heed (being, as 
they are, in different temporal zones).

LANCELOT
(re. Lucy)

I do not like to be around her. But that 
does not mean I wish her ill.

As Raine and Lucy walk away, laughing, they pass PERCIVAL 
who EVAPORATES.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. FRONT HALL, BELLE ISLE10

THE FRONT HALL OF BELLE ISLE REASSERTS ITSELF, IN ALL 
DIMENSIONS, SOUND AND CHAOS. Lancelot surveys the scene, 
then TURNS DIRECT TO CAMERA:

LANCELOT
(drained)

There is little left to tell of the 
players. But they are important, if you 
are to understand the full import of my 
confession.

A TRIO OF MEN APPROACH, stop near Lancelot and engage in 
heated conversation, all speaking in Polish.

LANCELOT
There was the Polish contingent. An actor 
--

SHUTTER CLICK, CLOSE IN ON WOJCIECH PIRAKOWSKI (40).

LANCELOT (V.O.)
Wojciech Pirakowski, renowned in a dozen 
countries, I am told.

SHUTTER CLICK, CLOSE IN ON WIDOK LINIA (50).
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LANCELOT (V.O.)
Apparently brilliant cinematographer, 
Widok Linia. And the grand master of 
ceremonies -

SHUTTER CLICK, CLOSE IN ON JANOS JACOBY.

LANCELOT (V.O.)
Janos Jacoby, apparently brilliant 
director, though the one film Margot 
forced me to watch left me - what’s the 
word? -- wanting.

INSERT: BRIEF CLIP FROM A FILM

Hand-held black & white image of A NAKED WOMAN, standing 
in the snow, on a cliff edge overlooking a turbulent 
ocean, her incredibly long hair whipped by the winds. She 
cries out to the world: 

NAKED WOMAN
(in Polish)

Love is Janus, the two-faced emotion!!

LANCELOT (V.O.)
I think it was called The Devastating 
Blow.

THE NAKED WOMAN JUMPS! But instead of falling, SHE 
LEVITATES UP INTO THE AIR.

SHUTTER CLICK, BACK TO SCENE:

LANCELOT
But perhaps that was an inexpert 
translation.

Lancelot looks over to see Margot in conversation with 
MERLIN ATWATER (mid-50S).

LANCELOT
Rounding out the cast of characters was 
Merlin Atwater, diehard producer. 

SHUTTER CLICK. With Margot and Merlin as she leans in to 
him, whispers something that makes him smile.

LANCELOT (V.O.)
Merlin had been Janos’s American producer 
for years. He was a man of great faith. 
Why, I am not certain. I believe I 
mentioned The Devastating Blow. 

INSERT: 5 SEC. CLIP
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The NAKED WOMAN AGAIN.

NAKED WOMAN
(crying out, in Polish)

Love is Janus, the two-faced emotion!!

AS SHE JUMPS:

LANCELOT (V.O.)
There were more.

INSERT: 5 SEC. CLIP FROM ANOTHER FILM

This one in color: A CLUTCH OF BIBLICAL-ERA ZOMBIES 
biting into ST. SEBASTIAN, his body pierced by a dozen 
arrows as he looks to heaven with the ecstatic gaze of a 
Saint.

INSERT: 5 SEC. CLIP FROM ANOTHER FILM

BALD SIAMESE TWINS in a Fellini-style circus stare 
deadpan into the lens.

BACK TO SCENE:

LANCELOT
Clearly Merlin saw something that eluded 
me. But then they also eluded an American 
audience, though he was convinced this 
hurricane drama would be Janos’s breakout 
film.

MARGOT AND MERLIN LAUGH. Lancelot looks over.

LANCELOT
Margot said she found Janos’s work 
“painfully inspirational”. Apparently 
Merlin also found Margot inspirational. 
He’d seen her by chance in a satirical 
short at a forgettable little film 
festival in Biloxi, and on that scant 
evidence he took her over to Poland 10 
years ago, to play a role in Janos’s 
latest effort.

INSERT - TITLE CARD: MILEC, POLAND - 10 YEARS AGO 

EXT. CHURCH OF THE HOLY SPIRIT, MIELEC, POLAND - THE 11
GOLDEN HOUR

Outside the astonishing modernist building is A SKELETON 
CREW, Merlin, Janos, Widok behind the camera. 
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There’s also A TRIO OF ACTORS: along with a younger, 
nervous Margot, we recognize Wojciech Pirakowski (also 
younger), as well as the formerly Naked Actress from The 
Devastating Blow (MAGDALENA). 

Lancelot is incongruously here as well, moving at will 
through the proceedings, unseen by the others (different 
temporal zones).

Janos is speaking to Margot:

JANOS
Yes, it is a very short scene, but a 
critical one. Pivotal.

LANCELOT
(to Camera)

Janos said “pivotal” a lot.

JANOS
Absolutely pivotal. You are the vapid 
American who refuses to go into the 
church because she doesn’t believe in 
God.

WIDOK
As if that matters.

JANOS
Exactly! In order to get you inside, 
where they intend to rob you, Magdalena 
seduces you as Wojciech intones the Ave  
Maria.

(calling out)
Alright let’s catch the light!

Janos moves into director position, Widok gets set, 
slate, etc. and the scene starts - half in Polish, Margot 
in English with very few lines. Lancelot moves freely 
through the action.

LANCELOT
(speaking to us)

I always wondered if Margot might have 
had an affair, here or elsewhere. I mean, 
she had many opportunities in the 
libertine world of il cinema non vérité.

Lancelot goes up to Wojciech. 

LANCELOT
It was almost too easy to imagine 
Pirakowski. 
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INSERT: A CLIP FROM ANOTHER FILM, but this one’s a cheap 
porn with Margot and Wojciech having sex in AN OVERGROWN 
GARDEN.

A SHADOWY CREW mans the camera and lights; Lancelot sits 
in the director’s chair, watching the action.

DIRECT TO CAMERA:

LANCELOT
But it’s almost too cliché. Perhaps 
Professor Plum in the Ballroom.

SHIFT TO A DECAYED BALLROOM: same set up, but this time 
Margot and Janos having sex.

LANCELOT
Or Mr. Green in the Library?

SHIFT TO A DECAYED LIBRARY: same set up, but this time 
Margot and Widok having sex.

LANCELOT
Not sure about that one. Mrs. Peacock in 
the Kitchen?

SHIFT TO A BLOWN OUT KITCHEN: same set up, but this time 
Margot and Magdalena having sex.

LANCELOT
I could see that, but it doesn’t serve my 
story. I suppose I’d vote for Colonel 
Mustard in the Conservatory

SHIFT TO A DECAYED STUDY: same set up, but this time 
Margot and Merlin fucking. 

LANCELOT
(to Camera)

The weapon of choice for all, save 
Magdalena of course, would be the lead 
pipe.

Margot and Merlin climax.

CUT BACK TO:

INT. FRONT HALL, BELLE ISLE - DAY12

BACK WHERE WE WERE, Lancelot watching as Margot and 
Merlin share a laugh.
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But Lancelot has lost his glib attitude. He watches them 
with a hollow look. Without taking his eyes off of Margot 
and Merlin:

LANCELOT
It wasn’t jealousy I was feeling. No. 
Jealousy is an art house short. Betrayal 
is a summer blockbuster.

The production manager claps her hands.

PRODUCTION MANAGER
Let’s do it!

As everyone goes into action, prepping to shoot a scene, 
Lancelot turns his attention to Mirabelle, across the 
room, hanging with Tex and the Script Girl.

Like a man in a trance, he moves through the crew and 
actors as they get set, heading straight for Mirabelle. 

NOW HE HAS JOINED THIS REALITY, and people apologize if 
they bump into him, etc. He settles into a chair next to 
Mirabelle just as the scene is about to shoot.  

LANCELOT
(to Mirabelle, gentle)

Are you having fun?

MIRABELLE
(shrugs)

Not really.

Lancelot smiles, squeezes her hand.

LANCELOT
Let’s see mommy work.

MIRABELLE
‘kay.

From the floor: 

CLAPPER/LOADER
This is Scene 7, Take 1.

He claps the slate.

JANOS
And -- action!
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FILM ACTION IN THE ENTRYWAY which we see for real and on 
a Video Village monitor, nearby where Lancelot, Tex and 
Mirabelle are sitting: Margot slowly, morosely descends 
the staircase seething resentment, while Troy pleads with 
her, collapsed on the marble floor, which is strewn with 
shards of pottery. 

MARGOT as GENEVIÈVE
(in character)

When?? Tomorrow? The next day or the 
next?!  

TROY as LANCELOT
(in character)

I don’t know!

MARGOT as GENEVIÈVE
Time is nothing but the encroachment of 
the horrible banality of the past on the 
pure future. 

TROY as LANCELOT
(despair)

I know -

MARGOT & TROY
The past devours the future like a tape 
recorder --

MARGOT AS GENEVIÈVE
- converting pure possibility into 
banality. 

Meanwhile Wojciech stands close by the camera, intoning 
IN POLISH:

WOJCIECH as ZROBIC GLUPCA
(in character)

The past, the present, the future are of 
no meaning. The distinction between them 
is only a stubbornly persistent illusion.

Margot has arrived at the foot of the stairs. Troy raises 
his hand, bloodied on a shard of pottery.

MARGOT as GENEVIÈVE
The present is the tape head, the mouth 
of time. 

As the scene continues, dulled to a murmur, we focus on 
TEX AND THE GROUP by the monitor.
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TEX
(hushed)

How the hell’s anyone gonna understand 
what’s going on here?

SCRIPT GIRL
(whisper)

The collision of languages articulates 
the universality of the story without 
hitting us over the head with it. They’ll 
subtitle it later.

Tex shakes his head, pours himself another drink, offers 
one to Lance who takes it, drinks. Then he looks at 
Mirabelle, bored as hell. She realizes he’s looking at 
her, and looks up at him.

FROM LANCELOT’S POV: Mirabelle glows, a rapturous angel 
in a Renaissance painting. 

LANCELOT (V.O.)
The continents of the world collide, and 
are pulled apart by forces we cannot 
imagine that lie in wait deep below the 
surface. 

MIRABELLE BLINKS, AND WE CUT TO CLOSE IN ON LANCELOT’S 
PAINED FACE. His focus is offscreen (still looking at 
Mirabelle), but he speaks aloud, though no one hears him 
but us:

LANCELOT
And there I was - the Holy Fool - feeding 
them, housing them. Giving them free rein 
of the place while they made their little 
movie.

JANOS (O.S.)
Cut!

We hear applause, loud talking as the film crew goes 
about setting up another take.

DIRECT TO CAMERA:

LANCELOT
While another little movie played over 
and over in my head.

INSERT, IN THE CARRIAGE HOUSE: AN OFFICIAL APPLICATION 
FORM OF SOME SORT. We’re zeroed in on Line 27, “Blood 
Type” -- and the letter ‘O’ in the answer space, written 
in pen.
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REVEAL: Lancelot, dissipated, staring at the form on his 
desk, a glass of Bourbon close at hand, a half empty 
bottle. He picks up the glass, looks at the circle of 
moisture left by the perspiring glass.

CLOSE IN ON: THE CIRCLE OF MOISTURE... WHICH TRANSFORMS 
INTO THE IRIS OF AN EYE -- GREEN, FLECKED WITH GOLD.

WE RECOGNIZE IT AS MIRABELLE’S EYE.

SHUTTER CLICK, AS THE EYE BLINKS.

CUT TO:

INT. DINING ROOM, BELLE ISLE - EVENING13

The hubbub of dinner table chatter, laughter, etc. 

We’re in the not quite finished dining room at Belle 
ISLE, tools, paint cans scattered around. THE WHOLE GANG 
is here around a huge table littered with food and 
bottles.

At one end of the table is Lancelot, deadpan, unreadable. 

Janos notices him, picks up a bottle and joins him, 

JANOS
Can I top you off?

Lancelot startles out of his trance.

LANCELOT
What? Yes. Definitely.

Janos smiles, pours a generous glass.

JANOS
I must thank you for being such a 
generous host. 

LANCELOT
You should thank Margot.

JANOS
I will!

He goes back to his seat, next to Margot’s; thanks her, 
tops off her glass as well. Margot looks over, raises her 
glass to Lancelot, who sort of raises his as well, 
manages half a smile.
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Lancelot drinks, surveys the crowd. He speaks to us 
without looking to camera:

LANCELOT
Like a fuckin’ Agatha Christie. All the 
suspects – past, present and future – all 
in one room.

WIDOK (O.S.)
So.

Startled, Lancelot turns to see a drunk Widok staring at 
him, too close.

WIDOK
What did you think of the shot today?

LANCELOT
(disoriented)

The shot?

WIDOK
The shot, the shot! 

In a loud voice, pointing to people as he mentions them, 
all of which gets everyone’s attention.

WIDOK
Geneviève descending the staircase! Your 
namesake collapsed on the marble floor, 
strewn with the shattered remains of the 
statuette, the gift she had forced on 
him.

LANCELOT TURNS DIRECT TO CAMERA:

LANCELOT
I had no idea what to say, nor did I 
care. But idiot that I am, I told him I 
was still a bit vague on what the film 
was about.

SHUTTER CLICK, BACK TO SCENE:

WIDOK
What it’s about?? 

(to the table)
He wants to know what the film is about!

General hilarity. Lancelot drinks. Janos responds from 
down the table in a loud voice:
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JANOS
Well, the simple answer would be that we 
are recontextualizing the disastrous love 
triangle that was King Arthur, Lancelot 
and Guinevere that ultimately led to the 
destruction of what had been dubbed 
“Camelot”.

SHUTTER CLICK. LANCELOT, AGAIN DIRECT TO CAMERA:

LANCELOT
A Polish director making a film about the 
dissolution of a medieval utopia, set in 
the American south. I was a fool to ask.

SHUTTER CLICK, BACK TO SCENE: Janos holds court, the 
table focuses on him, reacting according to character.

JANOS
A love triangle, yes, but that would 
suggest we are making a romance, which we 
are defiantly not. No, our story is the 
betrayal of a man by a woman, a man by a 
man, a kingdom by a man and a woman; of 
revenge, the destruction of utopia. That 
is what lies at the heart of our 
enterprise!

General murmur of agreement.

JANOS
When our “Arthur” discovers the betrayal, 
he reacts as if an astronomer had 
discovered an asteroid on a collision 
course with the Earth. For him, it is 
that shattering a discovery, even though 
sexual betrayal is actually an 
inconsequential thing. I mean after all, 
do we own another person?? Do we even own 
the offspring, accidental or otherwise, 
of those couplings?

WIDOK
No fucking way.

JANOS
And still we perceive sexual betrayal as 
something of mythic import, and we 
respond accordingly. We lash out, we 
destroy -- we are Samson tearing down the 
temple.
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MARGOT
But our angle on the story is very 
different.

Janos grabs her hand, kisses it - something not lost on 
Lancelot.

JANOS
So very different! 

(to Lancelot)
I mean, look at the meaning of the names 
as we have transmuted them from the 
original. Guinevere, who Margot is 
playing - 

Another hand kiss.

JANOS
- becomes in our narrative “Geneviève” 
which translates to “woman of the 
people”, as in the progenitor of the 
race. 

Janos gets up, makes the rounds of the table, a bottle in 
hand, pouring at each stop.

JANOS
And as for Lancelot, who Troy plays --

He pauses at Troy.

JANOS
- we keep as Lancelot because it is a 
name that means “servant” -

(to Lancelot)
- which is perfection itself, is it not? 

LANCELOT
(expressionless)

Absolute perfection.

JANOS
Servant of history, of fate, servant of 
the progenitor of all women. 

He moves on to Wojciech.

JANOS
Arthur is an appropriate name because it 
means brave, courageous. But it is a weak 
name, so we have renamed our Arthur – 

Hands on Wojciech’s shoulders.
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JANOS
- Zrobic Glupca. Polish. It means --

JANOS, WOJCIECH & WIDOK
“Made a fool”!

Laughter all around. THEN: A SHUTTER CLICK shifts our 
attention to LANCELOT, DIRECT TO CAMERA:

LANCELOT
I was in a pissy mood, so stupidly I 
asked why a Polish director would come to 
a southern town to tell a medieval 
English tale. 

OFFSCREEN: A RUSTLE OF INDIGNATION.

LANCELOT
Well, it wasn’t really a stupid question. 
Though admittedly I did put a little 
English on the ball.

SHUTTER CLICK, BACK TO SCENE:

JANOS
What is New Orleans but a crucible??? A 
crucible of history, of American - no, of 
world culture; of people, music, ideas. A 
crossroads, an access point for arrival 
and departure. Mardis Gras, Fat Tuesday. 
Those incredible funerals, celebrations 
of death. The melding of the French and 
the African, the indigenous population 
and the white interloper, slavery and 
emancipation, the continual degradation 
of touristic voyeurism. My God! Where 
else but in New Orleans could we tell our 
story??

WIDOK
Except -

Everyone turns to him as he pours himself a shot of 
Vodka.

WIDOK
- in Poland.

He throws back the shot.

JANOS
Except in Poland, yes! A crossroads if 
there ever was one! 

(MORE)
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Because the history of this place and the 
history of our beloved home is a perfect 
alignment. 

MERLIN
And frankly, if I may be crass -

WIDOK
You are American. Be my guest, be crass.

Laughter, if not from Merlin.

MERLIN
Frankly, if we’re gonna get a release in 
the U.S. it has to be set somewhere in 
the States.

JANOS
(dismissive)

Yes, yes, yes.

MARGOT
He’s right, though. He’s right.

He hadn’t been, but now Lancelot focuses on Merlin and 
Margot with a suspicious eye.

MERLIN
(to Lancelot)

So we chose the city that is “exotic” for 
most Americans. Though Vegas would also 
work.

WIDOK
Distributors. Fuck ‘em. 

He tosses back another shot of Vodka.

MERLIN
Yeah, well.

TROY
But fuckin’ N’Orleans - the music alone, 
man. Hell this is the goddamn birthplace 
of jazz!

Shouts of Here Here! from around the table.

JANOS
But our Poland possesses a parallel 
history of brilliance. Music, yes of 
course. Chopin –

JANOS (CONT'D)
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WIDOK
Paderewski! 

JANOS
Christ yes, Paderewski! But brilliance of 
literature as well, and of science. We 
think of Copernicus, of Marie Curie, Rosa 
Luxemburg! Just as here you not only 
think of Louis Armstrong or Toussaint, 
but of Truman Capote, Tennessee Williams -

RAINE
Mahalia Jackson!

JANOS
God yes! The music, the food, the fucking 
weather!

RAINE
Talk about mythic.

All laugh, drink. But Lancelot isn’t having the same fun. 
He throws a curve:

LANCELOT
And a history of slavery, disasters - 
Katrina for Christ sake. 

Not to be deterred:

JANOS
Not to mention conquerors and would-be 
conquerors. But that is exactly what 
makes Poland and New Orleans twin 
crucibles of history and culture.

WIDOK
But!

JANOS
(serious)

But. Yes... Like any crucible, 
periodically they must be purged. The 
hurricane is our metaphor, our crucible 
for purgation, our Katrina. Clarifying, 
stripping away the excesses from that 
multi-layered history, the calcifications 
that have built up over time.

LANCELOT
Some might disagree.

WIDOK
Who???
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LANCELOT
The people who lost their homes? Their 
lives?

MARGOT
(lighten up)

Lance, come on.

JANOS
No, he is right. But we are not 
denigrating those very human losses. We 
feel it. It informs our work. But our 
job, the job of art, is not only 
creation. But as well to strip away the 
petrifaction of ideas and presumptions 
that have fossilized over time.

CLOSE IN ON LANCELOT as he turns DIRECT TO CAMERA, shakes 
his head - is he serious?? 

JANOS (O.S.)
My God, what would it be if we Poles were 
still talking about the Grand Duke 
Jogaila and his conversion to Catholicism 
when he married Queen Jadwiga?

BACK TO SCENE:

LANCELOT
Jadwiga?

JANOS
Yes!! Or about the Union of Krewo, the 
Battle of Grunwald, the Union of Horodlo 
or the interregnum that led to the 
accession of Casimir IV! 

WIDOK
The struggle of the citizens against the 
pacta conventa! 

Another shot of Vodka.

JANOS
The Zebrzydowski rebellion! The 
Khmelnytsky Uprising that even the Truce 
of Andrusovo couldn’t quell! 

WIDOK
No!!

He slams his glass on the table, surprising everyone but 
Janos.
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JANOS
We cannot be submerged by that history! 
Therein lies asphyxiation.

TROY
How the hell do you know all this history 
shit?

JANOS
What, you don’t know the history of your 
country??

TROY
Well, I mean, this and that.

JANOS
(disgusted)

How can you be a true citizen of a place 
and know only “this and that”? History is 
the foundation for living a life, and 
life must be lived in a specific plot of 
ground on the planet! If I didn’t know 
that the history of Poland was a direct 
correlation to the treatment of The Other 
in the United States, the constantly 
shifting “Other” – how could I make this 
film?? To live is to inhabit a story of 
survival!

WIDOK
Every story a tale of survival!

RAINE
(sigh)

And here I thought every story was a love 
story.

TROY
Ohhh...

Kisses her. Lucy coos.

JANOS
Hell no. The Poles survived subjugation 
under Russian and Prussian and German 
overlords. They – we fought to preserve 
our identity with violence when 
necessary. And this is a direct line to 
the history of New Orleans! The battle to 
become an island of tolerance and 
possibility within the torturous miasma 
that was – that IS the United States. 
Slavery, the Civil War, the New Deal. 
Life crushing hurricanes! 

(MORE)
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Idiot Bush with his “Brownie, you’re 
doin’ a heck of a job” while Katrina 
destroyed New Orleans! Obama, Trump, the 
list is like one long soul crushing war -

WIDOK
After war after fucking war.

He tosses back another shot of Vodka.

JANOS
What’s past is not past in this city. It 
is a haunted place, saturated with 
ghosts.

LANCELOT
Amen.

He drinks, looks as casually as he can in Margot’s 
direction.

JANOS
It is our job to summon those ghosts. To 
summon that history written in blood, 
written in passion and anger, inscribed 
in absurd demarcations of boundaries that 
have endlessly shifted over time. It is 
our duty to summon those ghosts! The 
persecutions, the endless quest for a 
scapegoat -

WIDOK
(to Lancelot, again too 
close)

Though there are always the Jews, am I 
right??

LANCELOT
It seems.

JANOS
Yes, yes the perennial “Other”! Why do 
cultures all seem to need that?? And it 
is precisely this absurdity that gives 
our story weight. Camelot fell on account 
of a sexual indiscretion. Empires, many 
empires, have fallen for far less. 
Vengeance, scapegoating, petty 
recriminations, vice - the impulsive 
decrees of a capricious ruler! The 
marriage of Arthur and Guinevere was 
political. Lancelot was Arthur’s right 
hand man, and defender of his queen. 

JANOS (CONT'D)

(MORE)
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And yet he fucked Guinevere. What, there 
wasn’t any other cunt around? 

WOJCIECH
There’s always cunt.

Another shot of Vodka.

JANOS
In fucking Guinevere, he fucked Arthur, 
and in fucking Arthur, he brought down an 
empire, a utopia. 

(to Lancelot)
No, my friend -- our host!

He raises a glass, and all follow suit, toasting Lancelot 
and Margot both.

JANOS
In our film, it is our King Arthur - our 
Zrobic Glupca - who goes mad as he tries 
to will himself to obliterate Lancelot 
and Geneviève. 

SUDDEN CUT TO:

INT. JEWEL BOX THEATER - TIME UNKNOWN14

A gone to seed local jewel box theater rented for the 
purpose of watching the rushes. ON SCREEN: an unedited 
clip, showing the slate, film tails, etc. WOJCIECH IS IN 
MAKEUP AND COSTUME, A WIND MACHINE (including “rain”)  
BLOWING SO HARD HE HAS TO FIGHT TO STAND UPRIGHT. 

A FULL ON MAD SCENE:

WOJCIECH
(as Zrobic Glupca)

Blow, winds, and crack your cheeks! Rage 
you cataracts and hurricanes, spout ‘til 
you have drench'd our steeples, drown'd 
the cocks! You sulfurous and thought-
executing fires. Vaunt-couriers to oak-
cleaving thunderbolts, singe my head! And 
thou, all-shaking thunder, smite flat the 
thick rotundity o' the world, crack 
nature's moulds, spill at once that which 
made ingrateful man!

Hold, as Wojciech is drenched.

JANOS (CONT'D)
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JANOS (O.S.)
(on film)

And cut! 

The wind machine cuts out, Wojciech relaxes

JANOS (O.S.)
But keep it rolling, let’s move right 
into another take.

THE SHOT INADVERTENTLY WIDENS revealing the crew, Janos 
speaking with Widok, etc. As the film continues to spool 
out on screen --

REVEAL: the house where the real cast and crew are 
sitting, watching the rushes, waiting for the next take.

Meanwhile, Janos continues:

JANOS (V.O.)
In the end, it is The Progenitor of All 
Women, and The Servant of History and 
Fate, who defeat The Fool. And they do so 
by removing the object of contention: 
their love. 

PRODUCTION MANAGER
(on screen)

Okay, let’s set for another take!

STILL ON SCREEN: the cast and crew set up again. 

JANOS (V.O.)
Geneviève returns to her Cajun roots, to 
live out her life in the depths of 
Acadiana among her Francophone 
descendants, a priestess of Haitian 
Vodou. 

ON SCREEN: the wind machine cranks up again, the slate is 
marked.

JANOS (V.O.)
Lancelot becomes an initiate of the 
Bhavana Order in the Monongahela in West 
Virginia. 

JANOS
(on screen)

And - action!

WOJCIECH
(as Zrobic Glupca)

Blow, winds, and - ! 
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SHUTTER CLICK, AND -

SMASH CUT BACK TO:

INT. DINING ROOM, BELLE ISLE - EVENING15

Janos is nearby Margot.

JANOS
Both become celibate, leaving Zrobic 
Glupca no choice but to walk into the 
hurricane as it crashes on the levee, a 
modern day Lear swept up into the 
stratosphere, where – like an Icarus 
flying too close to the sun – he has a 
revelation, moments before he is flung 
back to Earth, found 3 days later 
crucified on the splintered remains of a 
former slave dwelling on the estate of 
his forebears: Belle Isle, which in the 
film we have rechristened Belle Mort – 
Beautiful Death.

Widok raises his glass of Vodka.

WIDOK
Beautiful.

He tosses back the shot.

WIDOK
Death.

And with that - CLUNK - he passes out. A few of the 
others casually look over, unconcerned.

JANOS
Obviously, Glupca is the new Christ, 
purified in la folle tempête.

A murmur of appreciation in the room.

LANCELOT
Obviously.

MARGOT
Lance, don’t you see? 

(reciting scripture by Janos)
(MORE)
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This is a story of mythic betrayal set in 
a once mighty country not long ago laid 
low by a microbe, just as New Orleans is 
leveled by a raindrop, a puff of wind, 
always and again, like a record, the 
needle trapped in a groove.

JANOS
AND we have a real hurricane on the 
horizon! 

Widok comes to enough to say:

WIDOK
You think this is coincidence?!

He passes out again.

JANOS
You heard the story of that filmmaker who 
got locked down in Venice while filming 
The Decameron when Covid broke out? You 
think that was coincidence?? No. This is 
FATE. This city, decimated then rebuilt 
then decimated again, rebuilt again. This 
place is a seat of revelation. There must 
be decimation if there is to be 
revelation.

Widok comes to enough to say:

WIDOK
Europe was wiped out by a microbe carried 
by a flea!

Then he passes out again.

RAINE
The Native Americans were destroyed by a 
virus.

WOJCIECH
100 million people died of the flu 100 
years ago.

JANOS
Was this destiny? Inevitable?

He looks around the table, everyone thoughtfully drunk. 

JANOS
Was Christ inevitable? Was Hitler? Is 
hatred of those who are not me, 
inevitable? 

MARGOT (CONT'D)
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He looks at Raine and Troy.

JANOS
Is love inevitable? 

TROY
Uhn huh.

Raine smiles, drunk. 

JANOS
Was Camelot destined to fall?

Widok tries to come to, but it’s too much effort and he 
passes back out. 

Janos looks at Lancelot.

JANOS
You must ask yourself: can we change the 
past? No. But can we choose to create the 
future? 

Everyone is waiting for the answer. But Janos simply 
shrugs, slides back into his chair. He picks up a bottle, 
goes to pour, but only a single drop drips out.

JANOS
Such sadness...

Lancelot looks around at the stuporous group. There are 
many many empty bottles.

LANCELOT
Allow me.

Janos grunts in appreciation. Lancelot stands.

CUT TO:

INT. ENTRYWAY, BELLE ISLE - FOLLOWING16

Lancelot standing by THE OPEN CELLAR DOOR. But he changes 
his mind, and instead goes up THE STAIRS. 

He pauses at the ‘weather station’ - THE BAROMETER READS 
900 MILLIBARS. He taps the glass.

As he continues up, he sings - accapella and not 
brilliantly - Dylan’s Shelter from the Storm:
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LANCELOT
’Twas in another lifetime, one of toil 
and blood. When darkness was a virtue and 
the road was full of mud. 

He’s up on THE BALCONY LEVEL now, heading for a room down 
the hall, the shifting light of a TV set flickering on 
the wall.

LANCELOT
I came in from the wilderness, a creature 
void of form --

HE ARRIVES AT THE OPEN DOOR, looks in to see Mirabelle 
asleep on a couch, Tex passed out next to her.

LANCELOT
“Come in,” she said, “I’ll give you 
shelter from the storm”.

THE SONG CONTINUES INSTRUMENTAL as Lancelot goes into -

INT. SITTING ROOM - CONTINUOUS17

The TV is on without sound. On it, A WEATHER FORECAST 
showing clouds swirling in the Atlantic.

Lancelot switches off the TV, picks up Mirabelle who puts 
her arms around his neck by instinct. 

LANCELOT
(whisper)

Bella bella Mirabelle...

INT. ENTRYWAY, BELLE ISLE - FOLLOWING18

As Lancelot carries Mirabelle towards the open front 
door, we hear a soft burble of voices coming from the 
dining room.

EXT. CARRIAGE HOUSE - FOLLOWING19

Lancelot carries Mirabelle towards the Carriage House.

INT. CARRIAGE HOUSE, UPSTAIRS - FOLLOWING20

Lancelot lays Mirabelle down on her bed, brushes back her 
hair. 
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CLOSE IN ON: Mirabelle’s closed eyes. Then closer still 
on one eye...

Not really coming awake, her eye lazily opens and - once 
again - we see that green iris, flecked with gold. THE 
IRIS TRANSFORMS INTO THE LETTER ‘O’ -- written in pen on 
Line 27, “Blood Type”, of the official application form 
we saw before. OPEN TO REVEAL the form is a summer camp 
application.

We’re now DOWNSTAIRS IN THE RENOVATED CARRIAGE HOUSE, in 
Lancelot’s ‘study’, and we see him staring at the form on 
his desk, a glass of Bourbon close at hand. Lancelot 
speaks ‘to us’ without taking his eyes off the letter 
‘O’.

LANCELOT
The thing about blood type is there are 
inviolable laws, only a handful of 
possible combinations and results. That 
is to say, A+B equals A or B. A or B+O 
equals A or B. You see, O is very 
recessive, so only O+O may equal O. 

DIRECT TO CAMERA:

LANCELOT
Margot was type O. But I was not. For a 
while I grasped at straws - perhaps a 
mistake had been made regarding 
Mirabelle’s blood type, or Margot’s or 
mine. But the terrible simple truth was: 
Mirabelle was -- not my child.

INT. CHARTES-PONTCHARTRAIN, LANCELOT’S ROOM - DAY (1 YEAR 21
LATER)

Lancelot on the edge of the bed, Percival, spellbound, in 
the chair by the window.

LANCELOT
I was like a scientist who had discovered 
an asteroid on a collision course with 
the Earth.

THEN ONCE AGAIN, WE HEAR THROUGH THE WALL: ANNA SINGING 
HER ATONAL SONG. Lancelot touches the wall, tenderly.

LANCELOT
And that, my dear old friend, is where my 
story really begins.
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He closes his eyes, Anna’s voice fills the air as we FADE 
TO BLACK.

- END PILOT -
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